Courier du Continent No. 5.l7
NZZ 28.10.09 ln a scientific chronicle, one fact which makes weather forecasting difficult: cumulus reflect
the solar rays and reduce the earth warming. Unfortunately the importance and the variations of the
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cumulus layers are little known. ln the same scientiflc section: ln May 2009, presentation of the
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existed at the time a greater number of proto-apes. (ln other words, science has got a future, provided
scientists survive the next few centuries!)
l .o9 - Aymeric chauprade on globalism:" From the I 8th century onward,
Free Masonry built the frame of the first globalist revolutionary project. This secret society had for
ambition to govern the masses through a new aristocracy, regenerated, and brings to bear with all its
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power the political principles of liberalism via Britain and its former colonies in America, with the goal of
dominating the world. "- ln the same issue, Bruno Gollnisch: "First, the Eurocrats try to impose a free
circulation of people and their assets on a global scale, which leads to a politics of extra European
immigration on a large scale, to a massive de-industralisation of European countries (some economic
sectors such as textiles, mining, electronics have simply disappeared) and pressures are put on
recalcitrant nations (Poland, lreland, Malta) to accept abortion in the name of the circulation of services!"
Villemonais presents and analyses the book byJean Montaldo "Open letter
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increase in housing." And Montaldo mentions the BNP-Paribas: "ln September 2007, instead of being
limited to the US where everything started, it is the entire planet which begins to be ravaged by the shock
of the subprime credits and their derivatives, bundled together and spread in proportions defying the
most elementary common sense. ,.,) The bankruptcy of Lehman Bros, on I5tr'September 2008' showed
with a glaring clarity, that the fate of world economies was at the mercy of hidden mathematical formulas,
totally disconnected from real life. The author revues the failures of US banks and their aftershocks on
French banks and concludes. lt is good to remember here the Masonic formula "Solve et coagula" "(destroy
and rebuild) . For the destruction one must say that financial globalisation did a good job. One must now
fear the reconstruction through political globalisation. (this l4 pages article is worth a thorough study)
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N 7/8/09 reproduces the speech of President Ahmadinejad before the UN General
His diagnostics is irrefutable:" lt is absolutely clear that the present world situation
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No.7+8/09 Editorial: " Everything seems to indicate that thewheel is beginning to turn
again, after having stopped at the moment of WWll ." (Right) - Max P.Morf: " More than ever in the last few
years, democracy and freedom are pushed fonvard. (...) Those beautiful phrases are hiding a totalitarian
project: world government. And forwhat purpose? " Dissolve the races by mongrelization, make families
disappear by promoting sexual aberrations and eliminate the nations by forming great blocks without
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borders (EU, Alena, Mediteranean union)."
No 390. Claude Paschoud, concerning the freedom of thought and religion: Only, "You are
risking a prison sentence, if your studies have incited you to doubt the reality of homicide gas chambers,
because the holocaustic religion has become the only religion in the XXI century to which it is obligatory
to adhere." - And Max the lmpertinent concerning the interdiction of minarets in Switzerland: " Max, as far
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as he is concerned, sees in that decision, the manifestation of the legitimate exasperation
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has come out of its slumber- for once- rather than the others; a people still peaceful but nonetheless
irritated to see its country progressively bound to the globalist multi-culture by political and media felons
NZZ 21.1 I.09 : "Every week, 50 to 60 children travelling alone and youths from all over the world are
demanding asylum in Sweden. As a lot of municipalities are refusing to offer transit accommodation, the
government has threatened to change the law." We are dealing with refugees from Somalia and
Afghanistan. Malmo, with its large population of immigrants, is lacking in space." The Minister Billstrom

announces measures concerning accommodation in transit. ( The Swedish rulers, at the forefront of
globalism, are overtaken by the consequences of their policies).
pacified
MIL|TANT No 613 Editorial : Even if helped by their NATO vassals, the US cannot cope. lraq is not
and the departure of the Western occupation army, which will happen sooner or later, will allow free rein
to the chaotic elements. Afghanistan sees its people rejecting with force, the occupation army, those same
peoples who successfully chased away the British and the Russians, those seeing without displeasure the
the Western coalition multiply." ( a remarkable lucid conclusion) . On page l2: "European

difficulties of
nationalists, including those in Russia, must use every mean at their disposal to stop the criminal activities
of the globalist technocrats who have facilitated for decades an extra European immigration which will
turn our continent into a "grey humanity" . ( absolutely essential) No 614 Editorial :"lt has been clear for a
long time that it is ultra liberal capitalism which has facilitated migratory invasion with the only purpose to
employ a cheap labour force.(...) Racial identity is the only way of preserving national identity; without
that, there will not be in the near future, a French nation." (Bravo!)
UNHABHANGIGE NACHRICHTEN

l2109 is rejoicing about the

swiss vote on minarets and states: "'The

hypocritical pretext of "tolerance" opens the gates to massive alien immigration coming especially from
the lslamic world. - Concerning the war in Afghanistan: " The engagement of the German Army in that
country has been prolonged by one year on the basis of 4500 soldiers." And UN reminds us of the
setbacks of the Russians in that country." Mrs. Merkel, are you opposed to the exigencies of Obama?This
war is that of the US: it is about geo-political power and has nothing to do with peace.(...) . Bring our
soldiers back from this mad escapade, before their returns in coffins downloaded from cargo-planes".

No55-56-57 Marie Pererou replies to arguments according towhich "the Holocaust,
to the past: "lf indeed " all that belongs to the past" , why then talk about it
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the war was the destruction of national socialism (...). This truth appeared: a first time on 5tt' September
I939, when England torpedo-ed the ultimate attempt of ltalian mediation in order to find a solution to
the impasse; a second time on I7 September 1939 when the democracies refrained from declaring war
on the USSR which committed the same "crime" as the Reich, namely invading Poland; a third time when
on 7 October 1939, the democracies rejected Hitler's peace offerings. (...) Armed conflict ended in 1945'
but ideological war, it is evident, is not limited to the material world. lt will last as long as the enemy has
not been crushed in spirit. (...) And the enterprise carries on today: commemorations, incessant recalls,
criminal cases against octogenarians, duty of Memory, hunting down of heretics...Proof that the war has
not ended." .- ln the same issue, the main article (l45 pages) refutes point by point the book "L'horror
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nazie" of J.P.Dlkes.

2.12.Og U5. The biggest town of Michigan state , Detroit, doeS not bury its dead any more. The
town does not have the means anymorel Poverty has reached such a level that corpses are piling up inside
a giant freezer at the town main morgue. Unable to pay for funerals, families do not claim anymore the
remnants of their beloved." With an unemployment rate of 28% (!!) Detroit is at the forefront. - The geo
politician Yves Marie Laulan, interviewed on the Swiss vote on minarets; " The Swiss vote resounded like a
thunder clap. One can only read and listen to the farmyard cackle ofthe Left. They have discovered that
the king is naked, that the people is in complete disagreement with what they have been proposing and
for them it is an insufferable revelation." (the decisive factor is that, with the right to initiative and
referendum, in Switzerland, the citizen have the right to express " politically incorrect opinion"
anonymously through the ballot.)
MINUTE
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4.l2.09Jerome Bourbon concludes a study " lmmigration and insecurity" by the question which
demolishes the basls of globalism: " Howdo you flght immigration and crimewhen there are no borders
anymore?" - I 1.12.09 concerning the anti-minarets Swiss vote; 'The successful initiative of the UDC has
in fact realised what the masters of the "orthodoxy" fear most : a return to free expression." (...) As to the
medias which, like RMC, Le Figaro or L'Express, have opened a forum on the Swiss vote, they were
submerged by comments favourable to our neighbours." ln Germany , judicial persecution against old
men, does not stop at the Demyanshuk case. "At the same time, the case against Nederlander Henrich
Boere, aged 88 who belonged at the time to a unit of Waffen SS, opened on 25.11.09 in the town of Aixla-Chapelle. - 24.12.09 Bruno Gollnish, lucid : " The fundamental problem is no more the minaret than
the burqa in France: it is that of massive immigration and the bad conscience of the Europeans" Unemployment is reaching 13,4% in Turkey. 'Europe can therefore expect a very strong wave of
RTVAROL

immigration".

- Pierre Sella .'Through the world control of information medias, the demoplutocracies canalize the electoral cattle in the chosen direction. lt forces , even in their exterior politics,
nations to obey the internationalist power. Those are therefore condemned to participate in private
conflicts of no interest to themselves. (...) They must mobilise against "terrorism" , defined as such by the
strongest who is himself the real terrorist," And Sella denounces the regimes which are pushing
"equalitarian and anti-racist ideologies" .
L'UOMO LIBERO No 68

DERNIERE MINUTE. -FRANCE 63 millions inhabitants in the last census. Where do they come from? What do
they look like, what is their belief.r The statistics are not allowed to mention that. - ITALY. ln Rosarno in
Calabria, hundreds of migrants revolt, burning cars, vandalising buildings and pelting police with stones.
NETHERLANDS. State of siege in the little town of Culemborgl Fights between young Moluccans migrants
and Moroccans.! (those responsible wanted immigration, now they have it)!

THOUGHT MAKES US FREE! The Swiss Bernhard Schaub publishes a 4 pages tract on thought police. Here
are some extracts;
"Uneasy, the European is finding out with surprise that the taboos of "political correctness" are spreading
more and more. All kinds of muzzling laws reduce the citizen to silence and the grotesque mandate of

arrest of the EU finishes his intimidation.(...)
'ln otherwords, a part of contemporary history is excluded from the scientific domain, therefore from
debates, to place it in the domain of religion, a sort of world religion which , in Germany, is visibly takinq
the aspect of a semi-official state religion."
"Like "official science" , Cerman courts have the habit of never examining if the accused has some ground
for his argumentation. Thejudge never reguest for any proof, and if the accused attempts to expose his
point of view, he commits a new crime, and so does his lawyer! A judicial monstrosity! The facts of
genocide of millions by gas chambers is accepted as "notorious" and the court must only decide if the
accused is really a negationist of this notoriety - and fix the penalty. (...)
' But slowly voices are rising which want to put an end to that charade. After Martin Walser who, some l0
years ago, made a crltlque of the "Auschwltz bludgeon" . the former constltutlonal federal Judge Wolfgang
Hoffman -Riem declares: ' As a legislator, t would not penalise the negation of the holocaust.' And on
I0.6.08, the "sudDeutsche Zeitung" cites a declaratlon from Wlnfried Hassemer, ex-vice president of the
Federal Constitutional Court: " l am not a partisan for the penalisation of holocaust negationism." (...) ln
2007 Professor Schachtschneider (from Erlangen University) (...) declared:" A country is not free, if speech
is suppressed by heavy sentences."
NZZ 1 7.12.O9 NATO is looking for help in Moscow for its intervention in Afghanistan. The
general secretary visiting Russia, wants to ameliorate the atmosphere . (that is something which says a lot
on the new balance of forces) - Due to the growing number of unemployed, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin
RUSSIA

-

wants to reduce the official number of aliens. ln 2010, some I ,3 millions less foreigners , will be allowed
to work in Russia, about a third less.
IRAN NZZ

21.12.09 Death of ayatollah Montazeri. lranian opposition loses one of its representatives.
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" The Ashkenazi great Rabbi

of lsrahell, Yona Metzger,

visited

,l

Lf-

yesterday the mosque of a Palestinian village which was burnt down a few days earlier. He condemned
firmlythisactofvandalism.".-NZZl6.l2.09British courtorderforthearrestofTzipi Livni (former
minister of foreign affairs.) lndignant prostestation in lsrahell. (would Israhell's business turning sour in
Britain?) *Le Nouvelliste 29.1 2.09 Peace takes a knock. lsrahell announced yesterday the construction of
700 new apartments in EastJerusalem"
MUZZLINC LAWS AND DEMOCRATIC TYRANNY
ECRITS DE PARIS No 724 Paul Craig Roberts, for adjunct secretary of the Treasury ln the Reagan

administration; " On I6 October 2004, President Bush signed the law of the lsrahellish lobby, Clobal
Antisemitic Review Act. This law grants the Department of State in the US the duty to keep watch on antisemitism around the world. (.. ) This law signify the end of freedom of speech, of freedom of enquiry and
of the first amendment of th"e Constitution: any fact or truth touching lsrahell will from now on be

forbidden.(...) lnordertomaintainthemindsinaveritablestronghold,thelobby institutethedefinitive
tactic of calling anti-semitism anything which displeased lsrahell .( ..)To put people in jail because they
ask a historical question, is the ultimate folly of our time. (with the setbacks of the White House, this
repression is bound to weaken, but it does benefit from an inertia effect)

GERMANlAl.ll.Og OneofourcorrespondentremindedusthattheNurembergTribunal,createdbythe
Allies to condemn the German leaders, was not unanimous among the Americans. Senator Robert Taft
disapproved of the participation of the US in the trials, a parody of justice which will stain forever US
honor. -Judge Harlan F. Stone (Chief Justice of the Supreme Court) called at the time the Court, a
lynching. .- USJudge Edward van Roden mentioned the numerous cases of torture inflicted to Germans
prisoners ofthe US. More facts to add to others to help history.
I I .09 rem inds its readers of an im portant revision ist victory. The Ceneva legal medicine
practitioner Francois Naville, having examined the corpses in the Katyn pits attributed to the GFrmanS,
concluded to a Soviet crime. As we know, " the Russians added the massacre of Katyn to the accusation
acts of Nuremberg. (...) lt is only the disappearance of the lron Curtain which put to rest the controversy.
Today, thanks to documents handed over to Poland by Mikhail Gorbatchev and later by Boris Yeltsin, we
knowthatthedeadof Katyn arepartofthreegroupsof 21 857 Polishprisonersofwareliminatedin
.l940.
The decision was signed byJosef Stalin, Viacheslaw Molotovand Anastas Mikoyan" (acted
spring
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At $1.2 trillion (R9.2 trillion), lndia's gross domestic
product is still only one-tenth as large as that of
the U5.
Sutcan: The Corruption of Capitalism
White children are alreadyr a minority in 3t of tte
100 Iargest US metropolitan areas. The Economist
Japan is the world's second.largest aid donor

-

and the fifth-biggest military spender (despite a
constitution that bars the waging of war).

i{ashington Post
By next year, there will be 2.6 million more female than male university students in thq US.
fhe Etonomist
Nuclear power provides about 15 percent of the
world'selectricity. Utlorldl{urlearArsoriation
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Canterbury is the only town in Britain that has
estahlished a good claim to continuous settlement
from Roman times to the present Sinancial Tir*es
Americans eat about 5.4k9 of chocolate a year,
about half as much chocolate as Britons.
l*ew York Times
ln China, uromen can only marry at age 20 and
men at age 22.
The Tirner
Each year, the world spends $24bn on soap and
wash. Another $f06bn is spent on ladndry, dishes,
lavatoriet and other surfaces.
Isromanitor
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Saint Augustine's Confessionswas the first
real attempt at wrhing an autobiography.
flifkin: The Emphatic (ivilisation
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